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ABSTRACT
Major blockchain projects, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, enable
secure global transfers of tokens between untrusted parties. The
resulting global financial infrastructure however incurs latency and
costs that are prohibitive for many economics applications that are
local to a region or a community. Local economics relies on trust
and reputation through repeated interactions within a community
of participants that know each other, which has not previously been
leveraged for the design of crypto-tokens. In this paper, we formu-
late the design of new local crypto-tokens as a research problem: we
present concrete application examples, we identify double-spending
detection as a weaker and sufficient alternative to double-spending
prevention in local applications, and we formulate desired proper-
ties of new local crypto-tokens designs. Based on our analysis, we
envision local crypto-tokens to complement existing blockchain
projects by facilitating intra-community economics at much lower
latency and costs, while evolutions of current blockchain projects
will provide global inter-community exchanges of high-value trans-
actions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Peer-to-peer architec-
tures; • Human-centered computing; • Computing method-
ologies → Distributed algorithms; • Applied computing →
Digital cash;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Major blockchain projects, such as Bitcoin [20] and Ethereum [10],
implement global financial infrastructure, respectively as a repli-
cated ledger or as a replicated state-machine. In both cases, creating
new tokens, by forking an existing project or implementing them
as smart-contracts, requires specialized technical skills. Moreover,
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maintaining the integrity of transactions demands Internet connec-
tivity, and requires significant energy1 [22, 24] or capital stake2 [22].
The resulting costs become prohibitive for many applications that
are inherently local to a region or community.

For those applications, we propose instead to localize the oper-
ations of crypto-token infrastructure in multiple complementary
ways: (1) The creation of tokens is done by specific identities and
authenticated, preventing any other identity to forge tokens for
a different identity, foregoing the need for a global mining pro-
cess; (2) The value of each specific token derives from the trust
that their creator will fulfill the obligations they have linked to the
tokens, instead of the demand for an abstract supply-limited token;
(3) Transactions are public to a local community, e.g., linked to a
geographical region or bound by common interest, and recorded
on local logs, instead of globally shared on a single global ledger;
(4) Double-spending is detected rather than prevented, through im-
mutable proofs linked to a specific identity, and the cost of fraud is
ultimately the exclusion of that identity from future participation
in the community (worth more than the value of most transactions).
Compared to Bitcoin or Ethereum-based alternatives, localizing
the operations has the potential to simplify the implementation of
crypto-tokens by replacing much of the technical or capital costs of
maintaining transaction integrity with social trust and reputation,
yet still enables a large variety of local applications to be supported.

In this paper, we identify an unexplored part of the space for
crypto-token designs in support of local economics, for which exist-
ing crypto-currencies are ill-suited, and formulate it as a research
problem. Our goal is to motivate new designs and implementations
that can leverage the trust and reputation built (or lost) within
a community. We envision local crypto-tokens to solve the need
for intra-community economics at significantly lower latency and
costs than existing solutions while evolutions of existing block-
chain projects will support global high-valued inter-communities
exchanges.

In the rest of this paper, we first start with a motivating example
(Section 2) to show some limitations of existing blockchain projects.
We then present the detection of double-spending as a weaker but
sufficient alternative to double-spending prevention in a local con-
text and show several examples (Section 3). We further summarize
key dimensions for the design of crypto-tokens for local economics
(Section 4). We then present additional applications that would ben-
efit from solving this problem (Section 5), we relate this problem to
other works (Section 6), and we briefly conclude with perspectives
for future work (Section 7).

1Estimated at 2.2MWh per transaction in April 2022 [13], approximately equivalent to
4 months of total electricity consumption of a Swiss person on average in 2015 [3].
2In June 2022, total staked Ethereum tokens for the purpose of block mining are worth
in the order of 15 Billions USD [8].
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2 MOTIVATION: FIDELITY CARD IN A SMALL
SHOP

Consider a sandwich shop that offers a fidelity card to its customers,
with one stamp added on the card for each sandwich bought. After
10 stamps, customers can exchange the full card for a free sandwich.
This is a common real-world business strategy that is most usually
thought of as marketing but is also a form of currency design.

In effect, through this fidelity card program, the owner introduces
a shop-specific currency, that is only redeemable for sandwiches in
his shop. Each token, in the form of an ink stamp made with a cus-
tom or hard-to-find rubber stamp, is worth one-tenth of a sandwich
and represents a promise from the shop owner to offer sandwiches
in the future in exchange for a sufficient number of tokens. A new
token is created every time a stamp is put on a card. The total
supply of tokens has no a priori bound and grows with the number
of customers that choose to use the fidelity cards. In one particular
example we found,3 the shop owner allows customers to redeem
sandwiches using ten stamps collected in potentially multiple cards,
even if the cards were partially filled by different customers: this
effectively allows his customers to gift their incomplete cards to
others. Once a customer redeems a sandwich in exchange for cards
worth 10 stamps, the owner destroys the card(s). The lifetime of a
token therefore ends with the destruction of the cards, either with
the fulfillment of the underlying promise for a sandwich, or by de-
struction of the cards by others than the shop owner. Transactions
with fidelity cards are instantaneous and free, and the material to
run the program costs tens of Euros.

2.1 Comparison to Bitcoin and Ethereum
Contrast the above to the operations of a Bitcoin or Ethereum
infrastructure. In the case of Bitcoin, the tokens are created by
miners and there is an upper bound on the total amount of coins
in circulation. The value of Bitcoin is partially determined by its
ability to store wealth and appreciate in value, based on growth
in demand against a fixed number of tokens. To use Bitcoins as
tokens in a fidelity card, the shop owner would have to acquire
them first in exchange for money. Acquiring tokens would take
at least 10 minutes, and more likely at least 30 minutes to ensure
enough blocks were confirmed. Transferring tokens to customers
would require an Internet connection, transaction fees, and again
30 minutes of wait for confirmation. In the case of Ethereum, the
shop owner could instead create one or multiple smart-contracts,
allowing the contracts to create as many shop-specific tokens as
needed. However, transfers to customers would still require an
Internet connection, transaction fees (in Ethereum tokens), and
transfer confirmations would take at least a minute or so.

In effect, the Bitcoin and Ethereum-based financial infrastruc-
tures are ill-suited because they actually solve a different and much
harder problem than is required for implementing a fidelity card
program: Bitcoin and Ethereum provide secure global transfers of
tokens between untrusting parties. In our shop example instead, the
economic activity is local and tied to a neighbourhood, both limited
in the geographical area it covers and the number of participants.
There is no real need and little benefit to broadcasting fidelity card

3From private discussions with the Ty Chaud shop owner in Grenoble (France):
http://tychaud.fr.

transactions to the entire world on a single ledger. The partici-
pants know each other, at least in their direct transactions with the
sandwich shop. The value of tokens derives from trust that the to-
ken emitter, e.g., the shop owner, will actually fulfill the associated
promises in the future, e.g., offer free sandwiches.

A fidelity card program, made with paper cards and rubber
stamps, is usually reserved for items of small value because it is not
that difficult for customers to buy or create a similar rubber stamp
and ink, and therefore forge new tokens without actually buying
sandwiches. However, with public-key cryptography and recent
peer-to-peer gossiping systems, it is actually possible to achieve
similar ease in token creation, fast transfers, and no transaction fees
as in a fidelity card program but with stronger security properties:
we can bind the token creation to a specific author, such as the fidelity
points created by a shop owner; we can design other operations
such that other participants cannot forge new tokens but only refer
to those created by the original author. The increased level of secu-
rity then enables additional applications for shop owners such as
self-emitted electronic gift cards, or community crowdfunding (Sec-
tion 5.2), using a single system. Moreover, public trading of local
tokens would increase the visibility of the participating shops.4

However, binding the tokens to a specific author is not sufficient
to obtain a secure token system, because there can still be possibili-
ties of double-spending, i.e., transferring the same tokens to multiple
participants, which we discuss next.

3 DOUBLE-SPENDING
To see how double-spending may arise, let’s first consider a hy-
pothetical fidelity card program built on a gossiping system that
replicates append-only logs, such as Secure-Scuttlebutt (SSB) [17].
Participants have identifiers, written as @id, which corresponds to
their public key and they authenticate their messages with their
corresponding private key, by signing the messages. Each new mes-
sage signed also includes a pointer to the last message signed by the
same author and a strictly increasing sequence number representing
the index of the new message in the log. When two participants
meet locally, or optionally connect over the Internet, they repli-
cate each other’s log as well as those of other mutually-known
participants [17].

Figure 1 shows one sequence of events between a customer and
a shop owner illustrating transactions related to a fidelity card
program. The yellow boxes represent events happening in the real
world, while the blue boxes represent operations recorded on the
logs, respectively of the shop owner (@shop) and a regular customer
(@customer). In this example, the shop owner, in addition to giving
a sandwich in exchange for 5 Euros, also creates then gives a "Shop
Point" to the customer. Once the customer has received 10 "Shop
Points", the customer transfers the points to the shop owner to
obtain a free sandwich. The shop owner then burns the points, as
the underlying promise of a free sandwich has been redeemed.

Because participants are free to record any kind of operation in
their logs, they may actually record operations in which they give
the same tokens to multiple participants. Figure 2 illustrates one
instance in which a customer, @eve, gives the same tokens to two

4From private discussions with the Ty Chaud shop owner, additional visibility is what
made them most interested in local crypto-tokens.
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@shop

@customer

Give a
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source sources
Give a

sandwidch

burn

...

create 1 "Shop
Point"

give 1 "Shop
Point" 

to @customer
give 10 "Shop

Point" 
to @shop

Figure 1: Example of crypto-token operations on append-
only logs in blue and real-world events in yellow.

different participants,@alice and@bob, by using the same source in
both operations. However, since both operations were immutably
recorded in @eve’s log, and the messages were both signed by her,
there is actually an immutable proof of double-spending. This proof
can be shared to other participants by flagging all the operations
that were involved in the fraudulent transactions. In this example,
the first operation to @alice would be valid because up-to-that se-
quence number in the log, there was no double-spending. However,
the second operation to@bob is invalid because it spends tokens
beyond what was available in the source. Because of the log struc-
ture, in which later messages point to the earlier messages (and
have higher sequence numbers), there is a clear happened-before
relationship between the first and second transactions so only the
second is invalid.

@shop

@eve

source

source
...

give 1 "Shop
Point" 

to @eve
give 1 "Shop

Point" 
to @alice

source

@bob
... flag

give 1 "Shop
Point" 

to @bob

sources

Figure 2: Double-Spend

A more subtle example of double-spending is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, in which@eve presents different logs to two other participants
and can therefore rewrite the operation at sequence number 100
to give tokens twice, both to@alice and@bob. This cannot be de-
tected by other participants if they only have an interaction with
@eve. However, again because the messages are signed, eventually
@alice and @bob would replicate their local copy of @eve’s log,
either directly or through other participants in the community. The
inconsistency will eventually be found and it suffices to flag the
identifiers of all messages creating new forks. In this case however,
there is no clear happened-before relationship between the two
operations involved in double-spending, therefore both would be
considered invalid.

The previous examples used append-only logs, but similar issues
arise if the system was using replication of sets of authenticated
messages instead [19]: a malicious participant could selectively

@eve

source

...
give 1 "Shop

Point" 
to @alice
seqno 100

seqno 100
@eve

source

give 1 "Shop
Point" 

to @bob
...

@bob's view

@alice's view

@alice flag

sources

...

Figure 3: Fork-based Double-Spend

present different subsets of messages to different subsets of partici-
pants. Nonetheless, because messages are authenticated, eventually
two participants in a double-spend will eventually replicate each
other’s messages and witness that more spendings were done by
the malicious actor than the number of tokens available.

3.1 Comparison to Bitcoin and Ethereum
In contrast to the previous examples, Bitcoin and Ethereum prevent
double-spending by making a double-spend attack really costly
either in electricity usage or capital lost. The cost of preventing
double spending is however quite large: Bitcoin uses in the order
of MWh of electricity per transaction, which represents hundred(s)
USD worth of electricity depending on local prices, and requires
investments in the order of billions of USD of mining equipment
(about a hundred USD per address in use);5 Ethereum’s proof-of-
stake uses a minimum of 1.37Wh of electricity per transaction
instead [7], but needs a similar capital investment used as collateral
stakes to disincentivize cheating.6 At the moment, the capital in-
vestments in mining equipment and stakes are mostly rewarded by
the minting of new tokens. However, since the supply of tokens in
both cases is artificially limited, eventually the networks will have
to pay for their operations only from transaction fees. Assuming
miners expect 5-15% of returns per year on the capital they invest,
that translates to fees of at least 5.5-26.7 USD per year per address
in use. These fees alone would make a fidelity card program in a
sandwich shop unaffordable. From this analysis, we conclude that
evolutions of Bitcoin and Ethereum networks in the future will be
reserved for larger global transactions, possibly worth hundreds of
USD or more.

We postulate that within a local community, i.e., participants
that know each other and repeatedly transact over a long period of
time, a proof of past double-spending is sufficient to disincentivize
cheating7 because the opportunity cost of loosing the ability to
transact with other community members will be worth much more
5As of August 2022,≈ 100 USD/(TH/s) for an ASICMiner [5], 200MTH/s Total Hashrate
of Bitcoin Network [9], 180M total addresses [15] (compared to ≈ 1M daily active
addresses [4]): ≈ 110 USD/address (19.8k USD/daily active address).
6As of August 2022, 15B USD Total Capital Stake [8], 84.3M total addresses [16]
(compared to ≈ 500k daily active addresses [6]): ≈ 178 USD/address (30k USD/daily
active address).
7A cheater may try to create an unknown identity prior to performing a double-spend.
However, the transaction from their known identity to the unknown identity will
still leave a trace that comes back to them. Moreover, other participants might be
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than the gains that can be obtained from the value of most of the
transactions performed. Therefore, for small-valued transactions,
it is sufficient to simply detect double-spending and propagate
proofs that it happened, making the infrastructure required for
local economics cheaper. Moreover, requiring eventual detection
instead of prevention enables local-first operations [18], without
the need for an Internet connection.

4 PROPERTIES OF LOCAL CRYPTO-TOKENS
In this section, we extract from the previous discussions some
desired properties of local crypto-tokens, by generalizing those
required for the fidelity card program (Section 2):

Creator-bound unlimited tokens: Local crypto-tokens are
created by a specific identity, called an author, representing a partic-
ipant or an organization. That identity can create as many tokens
of the same type as they require, over multiple operations. This is
in contrast to linking the creation of tokens to a mining process, as
in Bitcoin, or a smart-contract, as in Ethereum.

Trust-based value: The value of the tokens depends on the trust
that other participants have that the creator will fulfill any promise
associated with the tokens, and the willingness of participants to
transact with them. This way, the tokens can represent a form of
i-owe-you (IOU) from the creator to other participants. This is in
contrast to the value of tokens deriving from market valuation of
a limited supply of a single token, as in Bitcoin, but is similar to
many ERC-20 Ethereum tokens [2] that are linked to the services
provided by a platform or organization.

Unforgeable: No other identity can create tokens in place of
an author, and all transfers between participants use tokens that
were explicitly created by an author. This is similar to both Bitcoin
and Ethereum tokens, although it is linked to a different creation
mechanism.

Eventual double-spending detection: If two honest partici-
pants receive tokens from the same source with a total amount
larger than what was originally available, the operations involved
will be eventually detected by both participants. If some operations
can be shown to have happened before the others, the earliest are
valid and the latest invalid. Otherwise, all concurrent operations are
invalid. This is in contrast to Bitcoin and Ethereum where double-
spending can only be done in conjonction with an expensive attack
on the network, and for all practical purposes prevented.

Efficient: We envision local crypto-tokens to run on affordable
hardware; consume little energy per transaction, in the order of
milli-Wh per transaction; with fast operations, with latency in the
order of seconds; and with reasonable memory usage, even in the
presence of adversaries. In addition, minimal infrastructure shall
be required to enable transactions, in the order of a hundred dollars
for the devices of participants with minimal need for additional
infrastructure. Creating new designs that ensure the previous secu-
rity properties with low latency, energy, and capital constitutes the
main area of research.

We summarize how local crypto-tokens compare to Bitcoin and
Ethereum in Table 1.

suspicious of trading with an identity that has no prior history and refuse to accept
the cheater tokens.

5 APPLICATIONS
In this section, we present additional applications that could benefit
from token implementations that achieve the properties mentioned
in Section 4.

5.1 Tracking and Rewarding Open Source
Contributions

An open source maintainer creates tokens representing the number
of hours volunteers have spent helping improve documentation,
report and triage issues, submit patches for code improvements,
etc. After validating the contributions, they create the required
number of tokens and give them to volunteers. If or once a project
receives money from donators, a "buy-back" program can distribute
the money by allowing volunteers to exchange their contribution
tokens for money at a fixed rate and up to a certain limit, possibly
following the ratio of their total contributions compared to other
volunteers.

5.2 Community Crowdfunding
A project initiator creates tokens that represent the future services
that they plan to offer to the community, such as rides on a reno-
vated sailboat.8 Each token represents a certain amount of value,
e.g., "1 day and night on the sailboat" or "10 Euros" of hosting/sailing
services. The initiator sells their tokens to their community in ex-
change for other currencies or resources to carry the task. Once
the sailboat is put in service, community members can exchange
their tokens for the promised service. Alternatively, even before
the project is actually completed, they can exchange tokens with
other community members, for example, if they do not think they
will need or want the services anymore.

5.3 Token-supported Mesh Storage and
Retransmission

Tokens can be used to incentivize participation of nodes in a mesh
of wireless nodes. The tokens are used to compensate costs incurred
to store messages in transit and transmitting them to other nodes.
Tokens can be emitted by each node independently and therefore
represent a promise from a specific node that it will carry traffic
in the future. Nodes can "pay" for storage and transmission us-
ing tokens created by themselves or by transferring back to other
nodes the tokens they themselves created. Nodes individually ac-
cept tokens from any other node up to a limit after which traffic is
not carried anymore, until the other nodes accept carrying traffic,
paid with their own tokens, or they start paying for traffic using
other nodes’ tokens (obtained also after carrying traffic). In effect,
this scheme implements a mutual credit system, including credit
limitations.

A second alternative is to have one or multiple external parties,
not participating in the mesh, creating tokens with which to pay for
traffic. Nodes accept to carry traffic in exchange for those tokens
and users of the mesh, source and/or destination for packets, can
pay for delivery of traffic by paying the nodes on one or multiple
paths between the users.

8This actually happened in the SSB community, albeit without proper token support.
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Table 1: Summary of properties of local crypto-tokens in contrast to Bitcoin and Ethereum ERC20 Tokens.

Bitcoin Ethereum ERC20 Tokens Local Crypto-Tokens
Creation Miners Smart-Contract Participants
Supply Limited Contract-Specific Unlimited

(Limited or Unlimited)
Value Market (Artificial Scarcity) Market Demand for Service(s) Creator-bound
Unforgeable Yes Yes Yes
Ledger(s) Single Global Single Global Multiple Local
Transaction Latency tens of minutes tens of seconds seconds
Double-Spending Prevented Prevented Eventually Detected
Transaction Energy MWh (106) Wh mWh (10−3)
Infrastructure Capital ≈ 110 USD/address ≈ 178 USD/address <100 USD / participant

(Mining) (Capital Stake) (Participant Device)
Internet Required Required Optional

6 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we present work that is related in its objectives and
implementation techniques.

Secure Scuttlebutt, in the eventually consistent replication9
abstraction it implements using append-only logs [17] and the
larger decentralized applications ecosystem it spawned [23], can
provide both the foundational layer for gossiping token operations
as well as an enthusiastic community to experiment with.

Producer Credits as proposed by Paul Grignon [14] is a major
inspiration for the articulation of local crypto-tokens, specifically re-
garding the self-creation of credits by economic actors as promises
for their own future production and services. Our formulation how-
ever supports additional use cases, such as tracking contributions
in open source project (Section 5.1) in which a project maintainer
instead creates tokens as a form of recognition of quantified contri-
butions to the project. Grignon draws some inspiration from E.C.
Riegel. Contrary to E.C. Riegel’s and other kinds of mutual credit
proposal [21], Producer Credits can be deployed by individuals
without a priori coordination with other economic actors, similar
to fidelity programs (Section 2), which makes bootstrapping an
economic community easier.

Local Currencies are closely related as well, private fidelity
programs being sometimes classified as local currencies. A commu-
nity create local crypto-tokens to issue currencies that could then
be circulated in the community. Local crypto-tokens however does
not require a priori coordination of a community to be adopted,
and can be used for other applications than local currencies.

In contrast to Crypto-currencies and Smart-Contracts, such
as Bitcoin [20] which implements a global replicated ledger, and
Ethereum [10] which implements a global replicated state machine,
local crypto-tokens work with intermittent local connectivity, do
not require solving cryptographic challenges (proof-of-work) or
providing capital as collateral (proof-of-stake). However, the com-
promise is that double-spending is detected after transactions have
been recorded, instead of prevented. Mechanisms based on online
third-party witnesses shared by all participants, as implemented
by Astro [12], could add double-spending prevention still without

9Equivalent to asynchronous reliable broadcast.

requiring proof-of-work or proof-of-stake, at the cost of relying on
cloud infrastructure and Internet connectivity.

Similar to our Token-supported Mesh application proposal,
Nuglets [11] also uses tokens to retribute mesh network nodes for
their services. In contrast to Nuglets however, we envision each
node to emit tokens for their own services and individually choose
whose other nodes’ tokens (and associated traffic) they are going
to accept and up to which limit. In Nuglets, token transfers are
performed in a secure environment to prevent nodes from creating
tokens and free-riding on the services offered by other nodes. With
local crypto-tokens, nodes instead only create tokens for services
that they themselves provide. Moreover, nodes cannot forge tokens
associated to other nodes or a third-party. There is therefore no
need for a secure environment to update token holdings.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we formulated the design of new local crypto-tokens as
a research problem based on unique characteristics of local econom-
ics, such as repeated interactions between participants that know
and trust each other. We motivated our analysis from a fidelity card
problem and other applications. Compared to existing solutions,
such as pen and paper fidelity cards, crypto-tokens can provide
better security guarantees. Compared to existing blockchain in-
frastructure, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, local crypto-currencies
could provide faster and cheaper transactions, lower energy usage,
and require less infrastructure capital. The need for global trans-
actions between untrusting parties shall however remain, so we
expect local crypto-currencies to be useful for intra-community low-
value transactions while evolutions of current blockchain projects
shall remain useful for inter-communities high-value transactions.

Research shall lead to new local crypto-token designs with low
latency, low energy use, and low capital requirements while ensur-
ing the required security properties of unforgeability of tokens and
eventual double-spending detection. Ongoing peer-to-peer projects,
such as Secure-Scuttlebutt [23] or Hypercore [1], may serve as
interesting foundations but local crypto-tokens could also be im-
plemented on any other infrastructure that provides eventually
consistent replication of local messages.
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